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The effect of microscopic roughness on the complex normal-incidence reflectance r at an interface
between a transparent ambient and a microscopically rough substrate is treated analytically in the
classical limit to lowest order in d/1, , where d is the effective thickness of the microscopically rough
layer and A, is the wavelength of light. The ambient and substrate dielectric functions, e, and e„re-
spectively, are assumed to be local, scalar, and isotropic. The mathematical definition of microscop-
ic roughness is shown to include the distance to the observer as well as k and the spatial Fourier
components of the surface, which is characteristic of coherent (Fraunhofer) diffraction. The effect
on r, expressed as a dielectric response of an equivalent thin film, reduces to standard effective-

medium form, thereby providing a theoretical justification of the highly successful empirical ap-
proach. This expression further reduces to a surface integral of the local-field potential weighted by
the component of the local normal surface vector parallel to the mean surface plane, a form that al-

lows the microscopic-roughness-induced change EF/F in F to be calculated directly if the local po-
tential is known by symmetry, numerical analysis, conformal mapping, or other means. If ~te, ~

is

large, as for semiconductors and metals, and if self-consistency effects can be ignored, then the prob-
lem becomes isomorphic to that of fluid flow and can be solved analytically for simple geometries by
conformal mapping. In this limit, I obtain analytic solutions for the weak sinusoidal grating, the
low ridge, and the isolated low step, all of which are incipiently rough surfaces that cannot be treat-
ed by effective-medium theory but which represent morphologies commonly encountered in crystal
growth. The expressions for the ridge and step contain singularities that are logarithmic in the ratio
of step height to separation, although these singularities are expected to be limited by self-

consistency effects that remain to be established numerically. The present results also provide a
theoretical framework for more general treatments.

I. INTRODUCTION

The mathematically flat surfaces assumed in the
derivation of the Fresnel equations are fictitious, as sur-
faces are always rough to some degree. From an optical
perspective, the most obvious manifestation of surface
roughness is the nonspecular scattering of light that
occurs when the length scale of the irregularities is com-
parable to or larger than k, the wavelength of light.
Because nonspecularly scattered light arises entirely from
deviations from ideality, it is easy to recognize and to in-
vestigate quantitatively. As a result, the theory of optical
scattering from macroscopically rough surfaces has been
developed extensively.

Yet irregularities also exist on length scales much less
than k. But because microscopic roughness does not
scatter appreciable light out of the specular beam, its ex-
istence is not self-evident. Instead, microscopic rough-
ness acts primarily as an antireflection coating, reducing
the amount of specularly reflected light by softening the
dielectric discontinuity between sample and ambient.
Because this affects only our perception of the dielectric
properties of the sample, which may not be accurately
known in the first place, it is not surprising that the
recognition of microscopic roughness and the realiza-
tion that it could be described by effective-medium
theory ' is relatively recent. The empirical verification

of these ideas had to await the development of spectroel-
lipsometry and is even more recent. ' It is now well
established that microscopic roughness is endemic, and
that its optical effect can be described accurately by the
so-called three-phase (substrate —thin-film —ambient) mod-
el where the microscopically rough surface is represented
as a thin film whose dielectric response is an effective-
medium blend of the dielectric responses of substrate and
ambient.

Despite its ubiquity and importance, microscopic
roughness has received almost no first-principles theoreti-
cal attention. To my knowledge, the single exception is
the recent discussion of Mochan and Barrera of nearly
flat surfaces with random irregularities, treated as an ex-
tension of their theory of the electromagnetic response
of systems with spatial fluctuations. The present work
was motivated by our real-time studies of semicon-
ductor crystal growth, which use a normal-incidence
optical-probe, reflectance-difference spectroscopy '
(RDS), to follow surface conditions to better than 0.01
monolayer. Because growth surfaces are typically
covered by large densities of biatomic steps, we needed to
establish, analytically if possible, the approximate dielec-
tric responses of these morphological features. The
present paper addresses this problem.

Beginning with Green s-function solutions to Max-
well's equations" for a classical system consisting of a
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substrate and a transparent ambient with local, isotropic,
and scalar dielectric responses, and using vector calculus
to eliminate detail that does not contribute to the result, I
obtain new expressions that describe the effect of micro-
scopic roughness on the complex normal-incidence
reflectance r. These expressions provide insights that
were previously lacking, and with some approximations
can be solved analytically for simple morphologies. For
example, I show that the mathematical definition of mi-
croscopic roughness must include the distance between
the surface and the observer as well as k and the spatial
Fourier coeScients of the rough surface. This is a gen-
eral characteristic of Fraunhofer diffraction, and illus-
trates the coherent (cooperative, self-consistent, "many-
body") nature of optical scattering from microscopically
rough surfaces. The effective-medium formalism is also
obtained, thereby providing the theoretical justification of
this highly successful empirical approach.

The effective-medium expression is transformed into a
surface integral of the local-field potential weighted by
the component of the local surface-normal vector parallel
to the mean surface plane. The derivation establishes the
direct link between the relative roughness-induced
change KF/r in r and the screening or depolarization
charge that develops as a result of microscopic rough-
ness, and also establishes a natural reference plane (the
equivalent smooth surface) against which to measure
these changes. For example, with respect to this refer-
ence plane b,r/r =0 for any geometry for which the ap-
plied field is everywhere locally parallel to the surface, as,
for example, for normally incident light polarized parallel
to unidirectional steps on a surface. This symmetry has
not been recognized previously. This transformation also
allows EF/r to be calculated to first order if the local po-
tential has already been determined by symmetry, confor-
mal mapping, ' or numerical analysis. It also provides
a means of expanding KF Ir as a power series in e, /~e, ~,

where e, and e, are the dielectric functions of ambient
and substrate, respectively. This expansion is appropri-
ate to metals and semiconductors in the visible and near
ultraviolet where ~e, ~

&&E,.
If e, /~e, ~

&&1 and self-consistency effects are negligi-
ble, then b, r Ir can be expressed simply in terms of prop-
erties of the conformal map that generates a given rough-
ness geometry. With this approach I obtain approximate
analytic expressions for b, r/r for the low grating, the
symmetric low ridge, and the isolated low step. None of
these configurations can be treated by the effective-
medium approach. All yield a bilinear dependence of
hr/r on the peak-to-valley amplitude d and the mean
slope d /L of the particular morphological features,
where I. is the distance between features. The symmetric
low ridge and isolated low step show an additional weak
logarithmic divergence ln(L/d) as a result of field distor-
tions near the step, although this divergence must satu-
rate with increasing L, owing to screening-charge self-
consistency effects not included in the calculation.

The initial part of the present approach most closely
parallels the effective-surface-current treatments of
Rice, Kroger and Kretschmann, ' and Juranek. I
take advantage of the forrnal solutions of Maxwell's equa-

tions, ' which embody the general properties shared by
all configurations, to establish general properties of a
specific class of configurations, here interfaces that are
nonideal due to microscopic roughness, as a perturbation
of the ideal two-phase substrate-ambient system. While
Refs. 56—59 also deal with nonideal interfaces, neglect of
local-field effects makes their results inapplicable to the
present problem. I also mention the work of Bagchi
et al. , who explored the physics of the two-phase sys-
tern with a nonlocal e, . The work of Mochan and Bar-
rera ' is qualitatively different, being directed toward
the calculation of the macroscopic dielectric response of
a spatially inhomogeneous system as a function of local
fluctuations of the dielectric response. Possibly the most
comprehensive treatment of surface roughness within the
framework of formal solutions is that of Arya and
Zeyher, although their one- and two-photon Green's-
function treatment is designed for numerical analysis.
The random-diffraction-grating or Rayleigh-Fano ap-
proach, ' where roughness is treated by expanding the
height function z (x,y) of the surface as a two-
dimensional Fourier transform whose components are
then treated independently, is adequate for describing the
incoherent scattering from macroscopic irregulari-
ties ' ' ' ' ' ' but is not suited for describing the
coherent scattering from microscopic roughness. In any
case Rayleigh-Fano calculations are arcane and provide
little or no insight into ranges of validity or even into
such elementary properties as spectral or polarization '

dependences of the scattered light.

II. GENERAL FORMALISM

Figure 1 illustrates the con6guration, a continuous
rough surface S(r)=S(x,y, z)=0 separating the sub-
strate s from the ambient a near the plane z =0, and a
normally incident vector-potential wave A;(r) generating
refiected and transmitted waves A, (r) and A, (r), respec-

A(

k,

A,

= A

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a cross section of a microscop-
ically rough surface separating an ambient a and a substrate s.
The surface is defined by S(x,y, z) =0. As drawn, the reference
plane z =0 lies below the real surface and that of the equivalent
smooth sample, which is obtained by smoothing out the asperi-
ties. The incident, transmitted, and reflected vector potentials
are marked.
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tively. The substrate and ambient are assumed to be
homogeneous, isotropic, and local, the ambient to be
transparent [Im(e, )=0], and the substrate to be at least
infinitesimally absorbing [Im(e, )%0]. The location of
the reference plane z =0 is arbitrary, although a correc-
tion term vanishes if it is chosen to coincide with the
equivalent smooth surface formed by averaging out all ir-
regularities. The zeroth-order solution, which describes
normal-incidence reflectance at an ideal boundary, is

(la)
lk 2 l COf

A„o(r) =xA,oe ', z )0

H(r)=VX A(r),

E(r) =(iai/c) A(r) —VP(r),

in which case Maxwell's equations become

(3a)

(3b)

tutive equation D(r)=e(r)E(r), considering e to be spa-
tially dependent. Even though the spatial dependence of
e is essentially trivial, it is advantageous for analytic
reasons to retain it. In the Coulomb gauge V A(r) =0,
the electric and magnetic fields E(r) and H(r) of the
differential form of Maxwell's equations are replaced by
the vector and scalar potentials A(r) and P(r) according
to

lk 2 lNf
Ao(r)=xAtoe ', z (0 (lc) 0=[(iso/c) A(r) —VP(r)].Ve(r) —e(r)V P(r), (4a)

k, —k,
k +kQ S

2k,
k +k0 S

(2a)

(2b)

I formulate the rough-surface problem with the consti-

I

where A;0, A „0, and A,o are complex amplitude
coefticients, the complex wave-vector amplitudes k, and

k, are defined by e, =c k, /co and e, =c k, /ai, respec-
tively, and co=2mc/A, . The boundary conditions on con-
tinuous tangential electric and magnetic fields E(r) and
H(r), respectively, lead to the Fresnel relations'~~

2—V' — e(r) A(r)= e(r)VQ(r) .
C2 c

(4b)

Although, in general, (4) must be solved self-consistently,
both (4a) and (4b) are readily expanded in powers of d /A, ,
where d is a characteristic thickness of the microscopical-

ly rough region. To lowest order (4a) describes a local-
field response —VP(r) to a driving term (ico/c) A(r) that
can be substituted into (4b) to obtain the first-order
correction to A,o(r).

I first consider the determination of —VP(r). Because
V A(r) =0 and e(r) are spatially invariant within sub-
strate and ambient, (4a) reduces to

V P(r)=0, r not on S
ltd

normal component of e(r) A(r) —VP(r) is conserved across S .
c

(5a)

(5b)

Equation (5a) implies that

a(r,')
P(r)=Pl(r)= f d r,

' ' —Eo r+Po,'
/r —r,'[

(6a)

are therefore

o (r,' )(r—r,')
E&(r)= —V/I(r)= f d r,

'

/r —r'/'
(6b)

where cr(r, ) is the surface charge density on S at r=r, .
The integration constants Eo and $0 are eliminated im-
mediately because P(r) must vanish for z~ —oo, as s is
assumed to be weakly absorbing. The subscript I denotes
that P&(r) is a local potential arising from the depolariza-
tion charge o (r) that develops as a result of microscopic
roughness; justification that Pl(r) is indeed local follows
in a later paragraph. The local and total electric fields

E(r)= A(r)+EI(r) .
C

(6c)

Because (6b) is general, it must also be valid even for
points infinitesimally close to S. Taking r=r, +5n(r, ),
where the surface-normal vector n(r, ) =VS(r, )/~ VS(r, ) ~

points from s to a, expanding to second order in 5, invok-
ing (Sb), and evaluating the result for 5~0 leads to

~S ~a ~ l CO o(r,')(r, —r,')
o(r, )= ' '

n(r, }. A(r, }+f d r,'
2m(e, +e, }

' c ' s '
r, —r,' '

where the integral spans S except for an infinitesimally
small circle about r, . The locality of o(r, ), expressed as
the vanishing of the average of a(r, ) over a large enough
area, is easily verified by applying the divergence theorem
to the integral of (4a) over a volume of substrate bounded

on one side by S. This vanishing removes the inherent
ambiguity of (7), which specifies how cr(r, ) must change
at the medium-ambient discontinuity, but does not place
a constraint on its cumulative value. A similar ambiguity
in E,(r) is removed because the line integral of P, (r) must
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CO N—V — e, A(r)= [e(r)—e, ]A(r)0 c2

+ e(r)VP, (r)
c

4m. .j+(r}, z) 0
C

(8a}

(8b)

also vanish on the average.
Equation (7) establishes o (r, ) as a screening or surface

polarization charge whose existence depends on the ex-
istences of a dielectric mismatch between substrate and
ambient and of coinponents of A(r, ) locally perpendicu-
lar to S. Thus o(r, ) vanishes even for microscopically
rough surfaces if e, =e„which may happen at certain
wavelengths, or if A(r) is everywhere parallel to the
boundary, as for a unidirectionally stepped surface il-
luminated by light polarized along the steps.

I now consider the determination of A(r). The left-
hand side of (4b) reduces to its zeroth-order form if the
term involving e(r) is moved to the right-hand side and if
(co Ic )e, or (oi Ic )e, is subtracted from both sides ac-
cording to whether z is greater or less than 0:

strate material protruding beyond z =0 and the loss of
bulk polarizability that results from ambient material
penetrating below z =0 are completely equivalent to the
local screening charge Vgi(r) from the perspective of the
effective source currents j+(r) and j (r).

If the other half-space did not exist, the solution of (8)
could be written form, ally in each half-space using the
Green's function of the Helmholtz equation:

ik jr —r'/

A(r)= Ap(r)+ —f d r', j+(r'), z, z') 0 (9a)
c /r —r'/

ik, /r-r'/

A(r)= Ap(r)+ —f d r', j (r'), z,z'&0 (9b)
c r —r'

where Ap(r) is a solution of the homogeneous equation.
When reflectance at the ambient-substrate interface is
taken into account, Eqs. (9} become self-consistent ex-
pressions for A(r). But if j+(r') and j (r') are nonzero
only in a narrow region near z =0, then A(r} in (7) and
on the right-hand sides of (8) can be replaced by Ap(r),
yielding the leading term of a perturbation expansion
that describes the effect of the rough surface on F. In this
first Born approximation, (1}and (2} also simplify to yield

CO CO—V — e, A(r) = — [e, —e(r)] A(r)S S

2k,
Ap(r) xA p, z=0

Q S

(10)

+ e(r)Vpi(r)
c

4m .j (r), z&0.
c

(8c)

(8d)

Clearly, the extra polarizability that results from sub-

I

Retardation effects (exponential dependences involving z)
are neglected in this approximation.

I next calculate the effect of the perturbation term of
(9a) on the reflected component of A„(r); (9b) can be
treated similarly. With the observer at large positive z,
(9a) becomes approximately

lim A(r)= Ao(r)+ e ' f dz' f dx' f dy'e ' j+(r'),
z~ 00 zc k, +k, 0

where retardation effects are again neglected, except in the prefactor. Equation (11) includes both the directly backscat-
tered and the backreflected forward-scattered contributions from the kernel of (9a). The upper limit of the z' integra-
tion is removed to infinity because j+(r) vanishes rapidly with increasing z. With (1) and (2) I obtain the relative first-
order correction directly:

lim A, (r)=A,o(z} x+ ' f"dz' f dx' f dy'e' ' " 'j+(r')
z~ 00 A;ozc(k, —k, ) o

(12a)

where

kg ks ik z
A„o(z)= A, oe

k, +k,

To proceed further, I express the x andy dependences of j+(r) as the two-dimensional Fourier transform

iq x+sq yj+(r)= dq„dq C+ (q„,q~;z)e

which when substituted into (12) yields an integral over x and y that can be expressed in closed form:

oo ac —iz( + ) /2k
lim A„(r)= A,o(z) x+ f dz' f dq„ f dq~C+(q„, q~;z')ez~ oo A oc(k, —k, ) o

(12b)

(14}

The definition of a microscopically rough surface and its connection to Fraunhofer diffraction are now clear. If all
coefficients C+(q„,q ) are zero unless ~q(=0 or (q~ is large enough to scatter light out the field of the observer
[(q~ k, D I(2z), where D is the diameter of the illuminated spot and z is the distance between surface and observer],
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then the backscattered wave at z will be a coherent superposition of contributions arising from a small region of approx-
imate radius (2z/k, )' =(zA, /ir)' about the point of stationary phase (x',y')=(0, 0). In this case I can represent
j+(r) by its zero-~q~ component:

j+(r)=( j+(z)) =—f dx dy j+(r),1
(15)

where 0 is the projection of the illuminated part of S onto the x-y plane. Then (12a}becomes

lim A„(r)=A„O(z) x+ ' f dx'dy' f "dz'j+(r')
g~ 00 ioc a s p

A para@el development for j (r) leads to an analogous expression, which when combined with (16) yields

(16)

lim A„(r)= A,o(z) x+ f dx' dy' f dz' Ao(r')[e(r') —e, u(z') —e,u (
—z')]—e(r')Vpi(r')

g~ 00 00 C

(17}

where n, =ck, /cu and n, =ck, /co. The integral over z' converges because the expression in large square brackets rapid-
ly approaches zero away from the reference plane.

Equation (17) can be transformed into efFective-medium form by noting that the multiplier of e(r) is just the total
electric field (6c). Since, for z =0, ( E(r ) ) =xEo, where (f(r) ) denotes the volume average off(r ), and since

2l GOk

Ep(i') xEp= Ap(1)=xA p
C

it follows that

4m.in, 1
hm A„(r)= A„o(z) x+ ' f" dz x[e,u ( —z)+e, u (z)]— f dx dy e(r)E(r)

g~ 00 A, E~ E~ —ao QEo n
(19)

Equation (19) is precisely of effective-medium form, describing the microscopic-roughness correction as a ratio of a
macroscopic displacement field D=(e(r)E(r)) to the macroscopic electric field (E(r)). The volume integral of (19)
can be transformed into a simple surface integral. Writing the volume integral as

1I= f dz x[e,u( —z)+e, u(z)] — f dx dy e(r)E(r)—D QEp n
(20a)

xD(c, —e, }(f, —f, )+ —f d r e(r)V/I(r),
QEp v

(20b)

where D is arbitrarily large, I take advantage of the spatial invariance of e(r) within substrate and ambient to break (20)
into two parts and to convert each part into a surface integral over the respective volumes. The only surviving contri-
bution comes from the interface, leading to

I=(E e ) —xD(f, f, )+ f—d r™n(r,)P (tr,')~Eo s
(20c)

where n(r, ) is the unit outward normal at r, that points from s to a. With (20c), (19) becomes

4+in,
lim A„(r)= A„o(z) x — '

x M — f d r, n(r, )P(r, )
@~00 EoQ s

(21)

where the "correction term" M=D(f, —f, ) describes
the phase shift accumulated by propagation between the
equivalent smooth surface and the selected z =0 refer-
ence plane, in effect moving the arbitrarily chosen labora-
tory reference plane to the equivalent smooth surface. If
the reference plane were already chosen to be the
equivalent smooth surface, and if the x, or polarization
direction, were a plane of symmetry (the usual effective-
medium assumption), then M =0 and the x projection

can be taken throughout, leading to the simple result

4min,
lim A„(r}=xA„O(z) 1+ f d r, x n(r, )PI(r, )g~ 00 XEpn s

(22a)

where Q is the projection of S onto the x-y plane. In a
more col.mon notation, the correction term can be writ-
ten alone as
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Jhl p 47T~na
d r, x n(r, )Pt(r, ) .

"f A,E00 S
(22b)

Thus, to first order the effect of microscopic roughness is
described as a surface integral of the local potential
weighted by the component of the local surface-normal
vector parallel to the mean surface plane.

To my knowledge, this formulation of the problem is
new. Several symmetries are clearly incorporated, such
as that discussed above concerning orthogonal polariza-
tion and local surface-normal vectors. Two other general
properties follow from (6a) and (7), which show that P&(r)
is real if either e, is real or

~ e, ~
~~. In either case, b,F/F

is purely imaginary. Since the relative change AR/R in
the power reflectance R is given by b,R /R =2 Re(bF/F),
it follows that microscopic roughness has no first-order
effect on R if either e, is real or e, ~~. The former
reproduces a well-known property of transparent films on
transparent substrates. The latter shoWs that the effect of
microscopic roughness on R reduces as e, increases.
Equations (22) also allow the effect of microscopic rough-
ness to be calculated if the local potential is already
determined by symmetry, conformal mapping, numerical
analysis, or other means. In addition, (6a), (7), and (22)
provide a natural basis for analyzing microscopic rough-
ness as a power series in e, /~e, ~, appropriate for metals
and semiconductors in the visible and near-ultraviolet
spectral regions.

Before discussing applications, it is useful to make con-
tact with previous treatments of surface dielectric
responses where the dielectric function e(r) is taken to be
z dependent and where the z =0 reference plane is as-
signed to various locations. For e(r)=e(z), (17) can be
rewritten as

gy 4+in,
dz'[e(z') —e, u (z') —e, u ( —z)],

A(e, e,)—
(23)

taking advantage of (18) and (6b) and (7) to eliminate
P&(r). The generic form (23) has been previously derived,
although by different aproaches, by Plieth and Naegele
as a generalization of the three-phase model, and by
Bagchi et al. and Feibelman for systems where the
dielectric response is nonlocal. For a laminar film of
dielectric constant e, and thickness d « A, deposited on s,
(23) becomes

propagating this extra distance in the latter case. As ab-
solute phase differences are of no moment whatsoever in
photometry, these two "three-phase-model" expressions
have been used interchangeably in the literature. Howev-
er, in comparative measurements, such as refiectance-
difference spectroscopy, this distinction is important.

By comparing (19) with (24), the phenomenological
response e, and thickness d of the three-phase model of
microroughness can be related to the microscopic param-
eters of the system:

d(e~ E0)=f' e, — x year xErE00 n

z )0 (25a)

0
d(e, —e, )= f e, — f dx dy e(r)x E(r)

EOQ n

III. APPLICATIONS

A. Lamellar grating

As a simple example, I consider the lamellar grating of
Fig. 2, making the standard effective-medium assumption
that the grating period is small compared to the depth d
of the grooves, so that fringing fields can be ignored. If t
is the thickness of the substrate protrusions, then the sur-
face of the equivalent smooth sample is located a distance
d„above the bottom of the grooves, where d„=(t/L)d.
To evaluate (22b), P&(r) =P&(x) must be obtained. Equa-
tions (6a) and (7) cannot be used if fringing fields are
neglected because the integral reduces to an indeter-
minate infinite sum. But P& (r) can be determined by tak-
ing advantage of periodicity, the continuity boundary
condition on normal D, and the fact that the line integral
of E per period is the increment of the total potential.
Taking $(0)=0, it follows that

z &0 . (25b)

Equation (25) show that e, and d cannot be obtained in-
dependently, a well-known characteristic of the thin-film
limit, where retardation effects are ignored.

(24a)

if the reference plane is located at the substrate-film
boundary and

7g 7g

4midn, e, —e,
(24b)

if the reference plane is located at the film-ambient
boundary. Since the two configurations differ only by a
rigid shift of the substrate by hz =d, it is not surprising
that (24a) and (24b) differ only by the extra phase retarda-
tion 4nidn, /A, accumulated by the zeroth-order wave

dF

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the cross section of microscop-
ic roughness as a thin laminar film. The reference plane z =0 is
taken to coincide with the bottom of the laminae.
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—xE„O~x &t

E—, t E—,(x r)—, t &x &LcA(x) = '

over the single grating period O~x ~L, where

e,L

e,L —(6, —e, )r

(26a)

(26b)

(26c)

Consequently, I investigate the possibility of obtaining
solutions of (22) in powers of e, /e, .The connection can
be made through (6a) and (7). Equating like orders in a
series expansion in e, /~e, ~

yields the zeroth-order rela-
tion

cro(r,')(r, —r,')
o o(r, ) = n(r, ) xEO+ I d r,

'

2m
' s ' r —r' 3

S S

e,L

e,L —(e, —e, )t and the first-order correction, b c7o, to cro,

(30a)

are the fields in s and a, respectively. By symmetry, I
need to evaluate (22b) only over one period, from x just
less than 0 to x just less than L, and to integrate y over
some arbitrary fixed length Y. The choice P(0)=0 elimi-
nates the contribution from the vertical interface at
x =0, so I need only the contribution from the vertical
interface at x =t. Since P&(t)=(Eo E, )t, i—t follows im-

mediately that, for light linearly polarized along x,

4nidn, (e e' )(L t)t—
AL e,L (e, —e—, }t

(27)

With this choice of reference plane, b, r/r =0 for light
linearly polarized along y.

For this configuration, b,r/r can be calculated from
effective-medium theory and the three-phase model.
From (26) the effective film dielectric function for polar-
ization perpendicular to the laminations is

6'g GAL
Eo

e r +e, (L —t)
(2&)

If the reference plane is assumed to lie at the base of the
laminations, then (24a} yields

4nidn, .e, (L t)—
e, (L t)+e, t '— (29)

which differs from (27) only by the absolute phase shift
( 4midn, —/A, )[(L t)/L] corresp—onding to the phase ac-
cumulated in propagation between the two different refer-
ence planes. Thus the two approaches yield the same re-
sult.

B. Expansion for large ~e, )

For large ~e, ~
the interface-potential problem simplifies

enormously by factoring into independent parts for sub-
strate and ambient. Here, the substrate field can have no
component perpendicular to the interface, so the sub-
strate solution is isomorphic to that of fluid flow past an
impenetrable boundary. For simple two-dimensional
geometries this can be treated analytically by conformal
mapping. Moreover, because the relative energy density
in s is of the order of

~ e, ~ /e„ in the limit of large ~ e, ~
the

interface potential is determined entirely by the substrate,
so the surface charge need not be calculated at all. This
limit is relevant because ~E, ~

is much greater than e, for
semiconductors and metals in the infrared and
visible —near-ultraviolet spectral ranges.

Acr(r, ) =— , hero(r,')(r, —r,')
ere+ n(r, ) d r,

'

(30b)

In general, (30b) must be solved numerically. But where
self-consistency effects are small, I have approximately

2&a

J d r, x n(r, )P&(r, ) . (30c)
S

r 4+in, 1—
r AEpQ Es

One such case is the symmetric lamellar grating dis-
cussed above. If t =L/2 the self-consistency term can-
cels by symmetry, and

4~idn, &
2E',1—

r k 2 Es
(31)

The leading term is a phase shift that effectively moves
the reference plane from the equivalent smooth surface to
the top of the laminations, showing that, for e, ~~, a
microstructured layer is as good a reflector as a smooth
substrate. The correction term describes field-
penetration losses for finite E, Since Im.(e, ))0, it fol-
lows that b,R/R (0, i.e., that R is reduced by the
impedance-matching effect of microstructuring.

C. Conformal mapping solutions

If ~e, ~

is large and the microstructure varies spatially in
only two dimensions, Pl(r) can be obtained by conformal
mapping. As a conformal map preserves angles from one
plane to another, a function P(x,y) that is har-
monic in z =x +iy transforms into a function
P(u, u)=P(x(u, u), y(u, u)) that is also harmonic in
w =f (z) = u +iu at every point z, where f (z) is analytic
and f'(z)%0. ' Let w (z) be the map that takes the solu-
tion P(x,y)= Eox for —the ideal smooth sample into
something more complicated, for example, a weakly
sinusoidal surface, a symmetric low ridge, or an isolated
low step, as will be discussed in following subsections.
Maps of interest become identity transformations w =z
deep within the substrate, and consequently preserve pro-
jected lengths (e.g. , repeat distances) along the surface.
The problem then reduces to evaluating (30c) in the coor-
dinate system (u, u) for the local-potential part of the
function P(u, u)= —Eox(u, u) defined by the mapping
w =w(z).
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In w, (30c) can be written

47Tl ng 1—
y GEOL Es

2E'~ f ds u.n(s)p&(s),
C

L/2
I

where L is the width of a full cycle of the map in w,
C =w (x,O) is the interface, i.e., the mapping of the ideal
interface y =0 onto w, and s and ds relate to the position
variable along C. The integration perpendicular to the xy
plane cancels a common contribution from 0, as already
expressed in (32). As the local potential is equal to
P(u, v)= Eox—(u, v), less the background or average po-
tential, and as the mapping is assumed to be an identity
at the endpoints of the segment of interest, it follows that

Pl (u, v ) = Eo(x—( u, v )
—u ), in which case

4min, 2e,
1 — suns u —x uU . 33

f A.L ez c

However, (33) is written in terms of the inverse map
x+iy=z(u, v) rather than the direct map u+iv
=w(x, y). For convenience I recast (33) into variables
defined on z, in which case u ~u(x, O) and x (u, v) —+x. s
can be replaced parametrically by x since C is defined as
C =w (x,O). The product u.n ds reduces simply to
—(Bv lBx )dx, whence (33) becomes

4min, 1—
y A,L

2e, L Bvf dx [x —u (x,0)] .
0 BxEs

(34)

Not only is (34) simpler than (33), all quantities can be
obtained from the direct map w =w(z). This is the re-
verse of the usual procedure, where the goal is the field
distribution and z =z ( w) is the function of interest.

D. The low sinusoidal grating

The formalism developed above permits the investiga-
tion of geometries to which effective-medium theory can-
not be applied. One is the low sinusoidal grating, for
which n(r,') (r, —r,')=0 for all r„r,'. Here, the self-

consistent term in (30b) should be small and (34) should
be a good approximation as long as the peak-to-valley
height d is much less than the grating period L. The
configuration is defined in Fig. 3. The transformation

—L/2 L/2

FIG. 3. Top: schematic diagram of the cross section of a low
sinusoidal grating. Bottom: schematic diagram of the ideal sur-
face that is conformally mapped to generate the low sinusoidal
grating.

artifact of the neglect of self-consistency, an invalid as-
sumption for slopes of order unity or greater.

E. The low symmetric ridge and the isolated low step

cos(kx, ) —cos(kz)

cos( kx 2 ) —cos( kz)
(37)

Two cases that can be treated similarly are the low
symmetric ridge and the isolated low step, both of in-
terest with respect to crystal growth. The configurations
are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. As the ridge can be con-
sidered a symmetric pair of steps, I take L to be half of
the repeat distance of the ridge. For simplicity I consider
only the symmetric case where the ridge and valley are
equally wide, or, equivalently, where the step is situated
near the midpoint of the range of interest. To achieve an
analytic result, I assume that the self-consistent contribu-
tion term is small, but this assumption should be checked
by numerical methods.

The symmetric ridge is generated by the Schwartz-
Christoffel transformation

w = u (x,y)+ v (x,y) =z+ ,'ie— (35)

evaluated for y =0 yields the boundary variation shown
in Fig. 3. The quantities needed in (34) are readily deter-
mined, yielding the result

llllllg
)(

(Ui, v~ f2)

~llllll

4midn, 1—
2 Es

md

2L
(36)

Uq, —Vi /2)

The square-bracketed part of (36) is the result for the
symmetric lamellar grating, which provides a useful
benchmark. For this protypical incipiently microscopi-
cally rough surface, hr lr is bilinar in the peak-to-peak
height d and the slope d/L, consistent with the results of
Mochan and Barrera for weak random roughness. The
apparent divergence of (40) as 1/L for vanishing L is an

X) X2 L

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but for the low symmetric ridge.
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( ],v~/2)

~llllllllllllli

(Ui, —Vi /2)

ready of order of the step height, the integration can be
simplified substantially, yielding

v1 =d kx (4lb)
1

Likewise, the integral l(x, ,xz, u „k) in (38c) becomes

I(x&,x~, u„k)= 2' 1+2 ln
d

(41c)

Combining Eqs. (41) yields

X) Xg 4~in. 1—
A.L

2Ea d2
—'+ ln4+ ln

L
7r 2 d

(42)

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 3, but for the isolated low step.

w here k =tt/L. Clearly, x =0 and +L/2 are mirror
planes of the transformation, which has a repeat period
b,x =2L. By symmetry I consider only the segment
0 & x & L. The transformation maps z =(0,0), (x &, 0),
(xz, O), and (L,O) onto to =(0, —v, /2), (u„—U, /2),
(u&, U&/2), and (L, U&/2), respectively. Let xt=L/2
—bx/2 and xz=L/2+6, x/2, where hx will be related
to the step height d. From (37) and (33),

cos(kx) —cos(kx, )
' 1/2

u)= dx (38a)
o cos(kx) —cos(kxz)

Z X1

Z X2

dLU

dZ
(43)

from which it follows that

xi (xi —x)
u)= f dx

(x, —x)'" ' (44a)

Thus, in addition to the bilinear dependence on slope and
height, b,F/r exhibits a logarithmic singularity, which
arises from the long-range distortion of the field map
away from the immediate vicinity of the step. This singu-
larity is expected to saturate with increasing L owing to
self-consistency effects that are not included in the above,
but which must be calculated numerically.

A similar but simpler calculation can be performed for
the isolated step of Fig. 5. Here,

' 1/2

Zp

vi —d f dx
Zi

cos(kx, ) —cos(kx)

cos(kx) —cos(kxz )
(38b)

xq (x —x) )
U, =d= f 'dx

(x —x)'
(44b)

r 4~in, 1—
p A.L &s

Qy 4&in 1—
p A,L

26~ dz L—'+ ln~+ ln
2

Es
(44c)

cos(kx, )
—cos(kx )

' 1/2

X dx(x —u, )
cos(kx) —cos(kxz )

(38c)

Equation (38a) can be converted into standard elliptic-
integral form by substituting t =cos(kx). With

vr hx
a =cos(kx, ) =

2L

b =cos(kxz)= —a,
(38a) reduces to

u1- 4La [II(—
/r, /t) —E(/i) ],m(1+a)

(39a)

(39b)

(40)

L hx 8L
u1 =—— ln

2 2 max
(41a)

where I have also used K(/~)=In[4/(I —/t)] as /t~l.
Equation (38b) can be treated similarly, but since U, is al-

where /t=(1 —a)/(1+a). II( —a, /t) can be evaluated
with the identity 2II( —~,~)=J (/t)+m/[2(1 —~)], in
which case

The only difference between (42) and (44c) is the replace-
ment of the term ln4=1. 886 by inn=1. 645, a conse-
quence of the different constraints imposed on the long-
range properties of the map of the isolated step by not in-
corporating periodicity.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, I establish a general approach to calcu-
late the effect of microscopic roughness on the normal-
incidence complex reflectance when empirical effective-
medium models cannot be applied, and use it to obtain
simple analytic expressions for microscopic-roughness
effects for several geometries of current interest. In addi-
tion to providing the first estimates of the effects of inci-
pient microroughness and low steps on r, the work also
establishes the mathematical definition of microscopic
roughness, justifies the empirical effective-medium ap-
proach for normal-incidence illumination, and illustrates
some of the essential physics of the problem of the micro-
scopically rough surface. The framework established
here should also be generalizable to non-normal incidence
and to thicker films where retardation cannot be ignored.
Such elaborations are necessary for spectroellipsometric
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applications.
The normal-incidence results given here are accurate

enough for the present purposes, but numerical computa-
tions should yield improvements in the form of estimates
of the magnitudes of the self-consistency effects that are
neglected in the present treatment and of the ranges of
validity of the current expressions. In addition, such cal-

culations will allow atomic polarizabilities to be incor-
porated.
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